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Despite endless differences, neither can deny the chemistry that links them inextricably. When tragedy strikes it summons Daisy Rydell’s courage to finally admit her crush on Asher Reed. The same tragedy propels Asher to pursue his longest held dream: owning and working his own cattle ranch. Shocked at
Daisy’s admission he doesn’t know what to think. Asher insists that his ranch-life will never satisfy her love for the city and does his best to discourage her from her feelings towards him. He eventually agrees to one date with Daisy to prove his indifference to her. Not only does the date go terribly, but Daisy
actually re-thinks her years of crushing on him. But their relationship endures through long separations and diverse life paths. Something they both appreciate and support in the other. Even when it’s hard. Even when it takes them away from each other. Even when it seems like there will never be an end to it.
But what Asher knows and Daisy is late in admitting… Nothing lasts forever and family news brings that fully in focus. Things always change, and the most shocking lesson is yet to come… Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is based around
the Rydell River Ranch brought to you by small-town romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter Dive into the next
generation of River’s End: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the Ranch River to the Ocean River from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone with a happily-ever after but the journey getting there? Never easy and always epic! You’ll get to check in with
beloved characters in this interconnected standalone series. Key words: cowboy love, cowgirl, happily ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, sexually romantic books, small town romance, small-town family saga, smokin' hot cowboy, contemporary romance, contemporary western romance, family
saga, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers
As a girl growing up in remote central Oregon, Sarahlee Lawrence dreamed of leaving her small town in search of adventure. By the age of twenty-one, she had rafted some of the most dangerous rivers of the world as an accomplished river guide. But living her dream as guide and advocate, riding and cleaning
the arteries of the world, led her back to the place she least expected to find herself--her dusty beginnings and her family's ranch. River House is the beautiful chronicle of a daughter's return and her relationship with her father, whom she enlists to brave the cold winter and help her build a log house"--Cover
flap.
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life until one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
With his violent past, prison record and neck-tattoo… she’s more than unnerved by him but completely distrustful of what he thinks or might do. Rose Rydell can’t figure out how to even talk to her sister’s best friend, Mateo Alverez. She is home in River’s End with her education and job training done to start
working with her mom as a dyslexia specialist and tutor. She avoids the world her dad and sister inhabit as car mechanics. But most especially she avoids Mateo. Mateo knew only darkness in his childhood and youth. He finally gets a break working at Rydell Rides because his boss, Shane Rydell, gives him the
job opportunity, despite his prison record. But Shane also warns Mateo to go nowhere near his daughter, Iris. The problem is, that’s not the daughter that has caught Mateo’s eye. Rose has. But Rose has no idea how he feels about her. Until one day… he changes everything between them. It shocks her and shifts
all that she notices and thinks about him. He finally has her attention but he has no idea what to do with it. She starts to see things he’s hidden from everyone his entire life. Things that aren’t dark or violent, but talents and interests far beyond what’s ever been noticed before. But when violence touches River’s
End… Mateo is the first suspect. The natural suspect in everyone’s eyes. The exact thing Mateo always expected to happen. As their relationship finally comes out to all of River’s End, they have to find a way to keep Mateo free and their love together… Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full
of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is based around the Rydell River Ranch brought to you by small-town romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's
Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter Dive into the next generation of River’s End: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the Ranch River to the Ocean River from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone with a happily-ever after but the journey getting there?
Never easy and always epic! You’ll get to check in with beloved characters in this interconnected standalone series. Key words: cowboy love, cowgirl, happily ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, sexually romantic books, small town romance, small-town family saga, smokin' hot cowboy,
contemporary romance, contemporary western romance, family saga, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers
River's End Series Boxset Volume #3
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition
Macklins of Burnt River
Crooked Tree Ranch
Good Housekeeping
"When Jill Clemmons returns to Adams Grove, Virginia, to settle her grandmother's estate, she must face Garrett Malloy, the man who broke her heart years ago. When a string of break-ins threatens Jill's safety, she and Garrett must join forces to unearth her grandmother's secrets"-Shelby McIntyre usually likes a straight-laced man, so she is thrown for a loop when she begins to fall for Blackhawk pilot Luke Riordan. Reissue.
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Hunter Rydell caught his cheating wife red-handed, with her own stepbrother! Fleeing to a remote ranch owned by his cousin, Asher, Hunter emphatically rejects the life he once so proudly established in the big city. Eventually, his marriage, identity and lifelong dreams crumble in the blink of an eye, leaving him not only
heartbroken, but burned out and jaded. Self-medicating with alcohol, Hunter has no clue about his next move so he chooses to wallow in his wretched situation. The only good thing he can still appreciate is Kyomi Wade, a girl whom he likes to hang out with. She dates his cousin and often visits the ranch where he insists on
hibernating. Soon, however, she and Hunter spend more time together than either of them do with Asher. Their strong friendship gradually helps Hunter's broken heart to heal. Kyomi, however, refrains from exposing very much about herself. Hunter can only wonder why she settles for a few crumbs from Asher while he longs to
give her the entire world, which she deserves. Eventually, a compelling secret from Hunter’s past invades his present. Hunter fears losing the new life he now embraces because of the grave influences of his former life. How can he handle such an explosive secret without losing all that he managed to gain since he snubbed the city
and his recent past? Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is based around the Rydell River Ranch brought to you by small-town romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River
Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter Dive into the next generation of River’s End: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the Ranch River to the Ocean River from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone with a happily-ever
after but the journey getting there? Never easy and always epic! You’ll get to check in with beloved characters in this interconnected standalone series. Keywords: cowboy love, cowgirl, happily ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, sexually romantic books, small town romance, small-town family saga, smokin' hot
cowboy, contemporary romance, contemporary western romance, family saga, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, siblings, friends to lovers, secret baby,
Brokeback Mountain
A Novel
Why Conquering Fear Won't Work and What to Do Instead
The River's End
River Through the Valley

The friendship between Ennis del Mar and Jack Twist, two cowboys, evolves into an intimate relationship while they are working together as a herder and camp tender, sharing a bond that
spans many years and frequent separations.
Christie is happy in her life... or so she tells herself. Despite a tragic childhood, she has built a satisfying career and loves her city apartment. But deep down she yearns for a simpler
life. Family. A garden. And a place to heal her heart. The decision to attend a funeral in a town she's never heard of throws her safe world into disarray, exposing the cracks in her life.
As she deals with the fallout, Christie moves into a rundown cottage she's inherited and there, makes a discovery. Fifty years ago, a heartbroken young artist waited each dawn on a jetty
for his true love to return. And each night, he wrote her a love letter. What Christie uncovers will change her life forever. This is a beautiful tale of love - sometimes lost, sometimes
found and sometimes both. This is also a book with a mystery to solve which keeps your interest in the story. The author did an amazing job writing this book. The characters were well
developed, the story was unique, and the descriptions helped you to feel the emotions, smell the scents, and visualize the persons, places and objects. I highly recommend this book if you
enjoy romance with a bit of mystery and a HEA. Karen Thurmer. Recommended reading order: The Stationmaster's Cottage Jasmine Sea The Secrets of Palmerston House The Christmas Key
A revolutionary guide to acknowledging fear and developing the tools we need to build a healthy relationship with this confusing emotion—and use it as a positive force in our lives. We all
feel fear. Yet we are often taught to ignore it, overcome it, push past it. But to what benefit? This is the essential question that guides Kristen Ulmer’s remarkable exploration of our
most misunderstood emotion in The Art of Fear. Once recognized as the best extreme skier in the world (an honor she held for twelve years), Ulmer knows fear well. In this conversationchanging book, she argues that fear is not here to cause us problems—and that in fact, the only true issue we face with fear is our misguided reaction to it (not the fear itself).
Rebuilding our experience with fear from the ground up, Ulmer starts by exploring why we’ve come to view it as a negative. From here, she unpacks fear and shows it to be just one of 10,000
voices that make up our reality, here to help us come alive alongside joy, love, and gratitude. Introducing a mindfulness tool called “Shift,” Ulmer teaches readers how to experience fear
in a simpler, more authentic way, transforming our relationship with this emotion from that of a draining battle into one that’s in line with our true nature. Influenced by Ulmer’s own
complicated relationship with fear and her over 15 years as a mindset facilitator, The Art of Fear will reconstruct the way we react to and experience fear—empowering us to easily and
permanently address the underlying cause of our fear-based problems, and setting us on course to live a happier, more expansive future.
Don't miss what happens when the largest fire in state history rips through River's End and the Rydell family... Continue the saga of those connected to the Rydell River Ranch... Books in
Boxset: River on Fire River's Lost River of Change
Daily River Stages at River Gage Stations on the Principal Rivers of the United States
Boxed Set
Jasmine Sea
An Anthology
The Story of the Foss River Ranch
Three Full-Length Wild Adventures Through Western Wyoming with Sexy Ranchers, Smart Women, and Otherworldly Forces -- Copper River, Wyoming – Present Day -- Legacy of Lies Garrison Taggart’s psychic lie-detecting ability failed him when his ex-wife betrayed him. Until he can trust
himself again, he’s sticking with a strict no-dating policy—that includes smart and sexy schoolteacher Sara Lopez—but one kiss from Sara makes him want to round up his insecurities once and for all. Legacy Lost Growing up as an honorary Taggart, Eric Patterson has the family he’s always
wanted. Almost. Somehow, he never managed to see the clan’s youngest and only daughter—stubborn spitfire Shelby—quite like a little sister. Now that she's grown, his long-suppressed feelings are determined to come to light. Legacy of Danger Prodigal son and MMA fighter Vaughn Taggart
fled his family's ranch after his disasterous decisions destroyed his brother's marriage. But his sister's urgent plea for help and escalating threats from the rival Brand ranch have lured Vaughn back to Copper River, Wyoming—but nothing can make him stay where he no longer fits in.
Publisher's Note: Jillian David writes a unique blend of western romantic heat with a touch of the paranormal. Fans of Christine Freehan, B.J. Daniels, Duane Boehm as well as Sam Scott, Dannika Dark and I.T. Lucas will enjoy discovering this series.
Gabriella Tanner has her life planned out. She’s going to get her CPA and she’s going to work in an office playing with numbers for the rest of her life. Instead, through a series of circumstances, she ends up at River’s End Ranch, auditioning for the lead role in a television series. She’s
immediately captured by the place, even though she’s afraid of mountains. Noah Andrews has worked at River’s End Ranch since he finished high school, and the ranch has always been a part of his life. When he’s bribed to take a beautiful actress around the ranch, he doesn’t expect feelings
for her to grow. She doesn’t have long on the ranch, so he’s determined to make the most of the time they have. Will he be able to help her overcome her fears? Or will they end their fledgling relationship as soon as she heads home?
Continue reading with the next 3 books! River's Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter
A tragic incident turns him into a hero… but what if all the unwanted attention leads him back into old, dark habits? Terrible mistakes in Jacob Starr’s youth made him disappear far away from those he loved most, while leaving behind the only decent thing he'd ever created in his life, his son.
Arriving recently in River’s End, Luna Castellanos is looking for a new life and career but what she finds, is soon based on something she never intended: infamy. After she and Jacob unwillingly become heroes in a tragedy that has the nation's attention, she can't find the strength to be the hero
everyone claims her to be. Instead, she feels frozen in her anxiety and lost to the person she once was. But the only one who understands this, and therefore her, is Jacob Starr. It creates a bond between them that is quick, strong, and honest, with a chemistry that is much more far reaching than
the one tragic moment they share. Jacob's new status as a hero confounds and confuses him. But someone finally needs him, and only him. Heady stuff for a man who no one has ever needed or wanted. Luna has become the only person in the world to see him as their friend, confident,
protector, and yes, hero. A roll that he cherishes. But once Luna learns of his past, will she still be able to look at him as her hero, or will she finally see him like everyone else? Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is based
around the Rydell River Ranch brought to you by small-town romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter
Dive into the next generation of River’s End with The Rydell River Ranch Series: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the Ranch River to the Ocean River from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone with a happily-ever after but the journey
getting there? Never easy and always epic! You’ll get to check in with beloved characters in this interconnected standalone series. Key words: cowboy love, cowgirl, happily ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, sexually romantic books, small town romance, small-town family
saga, smokin' hot cowboy, contemporary romance, contemporary western romance, family saga, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers
Sweet Tea and Secrets
Smoke River Bride
Daily River Stages at River-gage Stations on the Principal Rivers of the United States for the Years 1858-.
River's Return
River's End Series Boxset Volume #2
Includes an excerpt from Mistress at midnight by Sophia James.
It started one unexpected night that didn’t go as planned. But it ended up following her to work, home and possibly into forever… Melanie Rydell meets a strange man that she has a strong connection with on the very night
she comes home to River’s End with new ambitions for her life. A short fling is not in her plans, so she refuses to give him her name, or take his. But she can’t deny their amazing weekend and agrees to consider seeing
him again. Melanie is a successful artist who jointly works in the construction field. Reporting to work framing houses in the Rydell River Valley, she comes face to face with the man she had shared everything with that
one weekend. Everything but her name. Kyle Wade has family connections in the Rydell River Valley that were the source of his greatest trauma, shame, rejection, and pain. But now he’s working ten miles from that place.
Forced to be there, he lets the short fling with the mysterious woman, help soothe the bitter taste of being back in this valley. But when the woman shows up as his employee… all thoughts and plans morph into making sure
no one finds out what was between them. Even as Kyle can’t resist the unique person he finds in Melanie Rydell. What Melanie doesn’t realize is the intense connection that her boss has to the rest of her family. It is
not small thing and something that will change everything between everyone, but most especially between them. Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is
based around the Rydell River Ranch brought to you by small-town romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's
Lost River of Change River's Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter Continue reading the next generation of River's End: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the Ranch River to the Ocean River
from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone with a happily-ever after but the journey getting there? Never easy and always epic! You’ll get to check in with beloved characters in this interconnected
standalone series.
The truth about a small-town scandal unleashes one wildly unexpected romance. Millie Parkman Dayton is still healing from the fatal car accident that claimed her husband and turned her into the focus of local gossip. But
when she’s thrown together with the sexy rancher who shares in her tragic past, new rumors begin to fly in Last Ride, Texas. Single dad Joe McCann is focused on running his ranch and raising his daughter. He has no
desire to help Millie unearth his late wife’s past, especially if it means revealing painful secrets. Until his daughter teams up with Millie and the widower cowboy finds himself agreeing to help them with their
project—and opening the door to a deep attraction he thought he’d never find again. Last Ride, Texas Book 1: Spring at Saddle Run
The Last Chance Ranch Fans of Barbara Freethy and Susan Wiggs will devour this full length contemporary romantic tale of food and dogs, redemption and second chances by RITA award winner Barbara Samuel. As a romantic
teen, Tanya Bishop married a passionate, intense man who ultimately ended up nearly killing her more than once. When she finally killed him to save herself and her son, Tonio, she was sent to prison, and her son went
into the custory of her husband's cousin, Ramon Quezada, who runs a ranch for troubled boys. When Tanya is finally released, Ramon offers her a home and job, working in the kitchens of the ranch, where she can have a
chance to develop a relationship again with her son --and maybe learn to love again herself. A highly emotional, uplifting story of second chances from a writer of rare power, The Last Chance Ranch is a timely and moving
romantic novel.
A Small Town Contemporary Western Romance
Hearts, Homes & Holidays
River-bird Ranch Billionaire Cowboys
River in Light
The Last Chance Ranch

Mark Spragg grew up on the oldest dude ranch in Wyoming - a remote spread in the Shoshone National Forest. It is a sublime but unforgiving landscape, a place of unrelenting winds, pitiless
blizzards, fierce rivers, and the men who work there have to be tough to survive. Spragg writes lyrically of this world, its animals - horses, bears, elk - and of its people, in particular
his parents and John, an old cowboy who becomes the boy's mentor. This is a book about joy - Spragg's writing is miraculous; tough but beautiful, passionate and funny.
Bailey Hayes finally seems to have her life together years after running away from home, but one phone call is about to change everything... Death of a parent and the news of her newly
widowed mother tugged at her heartstrings and compels her to return to her former home, which is now under the property of the owners of River-bird Ranch, a neighboring ranch spanning
twenty times the size of Freedom, her childhood home and her family’s medium-sized ranch in Texas. Bittersweet family reunions resulted in Bailey bumping into Donovan Branch—the owner of
River-bird Ranch—who after a series of tragedies of his own, has built walls around his heart. Donovan wants to resist falling for Bailey, the beautiful, strong-headed woman who said she
went to the city but won’t tell why. Especially because she made it clear that the only reason that she was back was to convince her mother to move back with her to the city. Will Bailey
and Donovan end up getting their much-deserved happiness as Bailey reconciles with her unintentionally abandoned faith? Will they find strength in their newfound love and get their happily
ever after? Or will the demons of Donovan’s past and Bailey’s succeed in breaking them apart?
Discover River's End Ranch, a gorgeous "destination ranch and resort" in Riston, Idaho, that is run by the six Weston siblings and their well-meaning, semi-retired parents. Five bestselling
Western romance authors have created a world like no other--full of fun outside activities, a huge family in need of love, and side characters you will never forget. A world where our
characters learn, laugh, and love Kelsi Weston, the youngest of six siblings, loves life. She has a job she adores, is surrounded by people she loves, and gets to work with people she cares
about. If only she could keep cooks in the café she manages, life would be perfect. When her long-time boyfriend announces he’s leaving town for a new job on the same day her cook leaves
with no notice, she does what she always does. She handles it. Sheriff Shane Clapper has loved Kelsi for years, going to her café for lunch every day simply so he can see her. When he hears
she’s broken up with her boyfriend, he immediately goes to the café to make his move. Why let grass grow under his feet? He knows what he wants, and he plans to get it! Will the sheriff be
able to convince Kelsi she would be happier with him? Or will she give into her mother’s demands to date the man picked out for her?
The ranch was their life. It was supposed to last forever. It wasn’t supposed to end this way. Hailey Starr seeks refuge at the Rydell River Resort in the wake of her bitter divorce and
from the ensuing hatred she receives from her daughter and her confused, hurt son. While her ex honeymoons with his new wife, Hailey decides not to care. She intends to recapture some of
what she lost over the tumultuous years preceding the breakdown of their family. She chooses that place because it has no distractions except the sun and total relaxation. Then her daughter
decides she’s going to sleep with a man. Hailey’s only true line of defense lies in her daughter’s quarry. Joey Rydell is a decent guy who emphatically rejects her daughter’s attention, but
he doesn’t turn Hailey down. Flustered and shocked by his interest, Hailey fears it will do nothing but inflame her already rebellious daughter. Joey Rydell moved back to River’s End after
years of being in the Army. Back for good now, he runs the Rydell River Resort, and consequently, deals directly with the guests. The woman who catches his eye, however, isn’t the one that
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anyone could have predicted, including Hailey. But all of that drama ceases to matter when the entire valley bursts into an out-of-control brush fire. The hot, dry summer fuels a fire
bigger than anything anyone has ever seen. Erratically roaring through the valley, it destroys everything in its path. Joey is again called to duty to extinguish much more than just the
stark miles that are charred in its wake. Fire augments the end to the loves and lives of the Rydells. Their destiny is in turmoil after being nurtured and groomed unlike any other family.
Can they survive the somber aftermath of the Armageddon-like destruction? What if there is nothing left of the ranch? Is it the lifeblood of the Rydells? Or are the Rydells the lifeblood of
River’s End? Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is based around the Rydell River Ranch brought to you by small-town
romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's
Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter Dive into the next generation of River’s End with The Rydell River Ranch Series: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the
Ranch River to the Ocean River from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone with a happily-ever after but the journey getting there? Never easy and always epic! You’ll
get to check in with beloved characters in this interconnected standalone series. Key words: cowboy love, cowgirl, happily ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, sexually
romantic books, small town romance, small-town family saga, smokin' hot cowboy, contemporary romance, contemporary western romance, family saga, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, neighbors,
girl next door, crush,
The Cowboys of Copper River Boxed Set, Books 1 - 3
A Small Town Contemporary Romance
River's Winter
The Stationmaster's Cottage
River House
Never fitting into his family of horse ranchers, biker Shane Rydell, needs the open road over the horse pastures of his youth. He has spent his life trying to find a road that can travel between the family he loves and the open road he is pulled towards. He
can’t seem to sever the connection to a place he doesn’t want to be from, but which, he always seems destined to return to. Prim and proper school teacher, Allison Gray has been burned deep enough she will never risk her heart again after a failed
marriage that has left her devastated. A rare teaching opportunity brings her to the small town of River’s End. Meeting the obnoxious and swaggering Shane Rydell, when he comes to his nephew’s conference, Allison is confident that his charms will never
work on her. But underneath the callous, cocky smile is a rare heart that becomes the only person to finally breech the concrete wall Allison has surrounded her grief with. Just as she considers trusting this man, so opposite of her but so genuine, does the
unexpected happen. Past fears and anguish make her pull away from Shane, sure of one thing: she will never go through the same devastation that sent her running to River’s End. Even if that means losing Shane. But instead of breaking them, their
connection will become something far more than either of them ever dreamed of… it will become everything. Binge read this contemporary, western romance series, full of hot cowboys and family entanglements that is based around the Rydell River Ranch
brought to you by small-town romance author Leanne Davis… Recommended Reading Order for River's End Series: River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's Destiny River's Rescue River's
Winter Dive into the next generation of River’s End with The Rydell River Ranch Series: River in Darkness River in Light River in the Mountains River at the Ranch River to the Ocean River from the City River Through the Valley Each book is a standalone
with a happily-ever after but the journey getting there? Never easy and always epic! You’ll get to check in with beloved characters in this interconnected standalone series.
WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE, SOMETIMES IT TAKES THE HEAD YEARS TO DISCOVER WHAT THE HEART HAS ALWAYS KNOWN When Forbes Branson was a young man ready for something new. A senior in high school, he was the golden boy. Heir
to a fortune, he knew what his life was going to be. But he wanted adventure first. A year to do what he wanted, where he wanted before college. An unexpected betrayal would change everything. Sophie Lipton was fifteen the first time she set foot on the
Branson ranch. Dragged from one place to another, never having more than one pair of shoes or enough to eat, the moment she saw the wide open spaces, she felt she could breathe for the first time in her life. It was the home she always dreamed of. But
her happiness came at a price. To stay in her new home, Sophie had to keep somebody else's lies. Lies that would eventually tear apart a family. And tear apart her friendship with Forbes. Coming home is never easy-especially after twelve years. Forbes
isn't the same young man. He found his adventure-and more. Weary, he's ready to settle into a slower, calmer life. Working on his family's ranch and taking the job as Chief of Police sounds like a piece of cake after the things he had seen and done. Sophie
isn't the quiet girl Forbes remembers. She's grown into a strong, confident woman. A woman used to being in charge. The Branson ranch is her territory now. If Forbes thinks he's going to waltz back in and take over, he's going to find out fast that Sophie is
no pushover. Twelve years ago, they shared one goodbye kiss. More sweet than passionate. Now, as adults it's a whole new game. The attraction between them is undeniable. Just as they begin to move forward, the past has other ideas. Secrets rarely stay
buried forever. Lies. Betrayal. Maybe even murder. Before Forbes and Sophie can think about the future, they will need to deal with the past. Together.
Krakauer’s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person mystery while unraveling the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind;
the complex, charged bond between fathers and sons. "Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending drama of human yearning." —New York Times In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north
of Mt. McKinley. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a moose hunter. How
Christopher Johnson McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes Jack
London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and, unencumbered by money and belongings, he would be free to
wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying
prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he searches for the clues to the drives and desires that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn
out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over the edge.
Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity, and renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing,
heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page.
When the cowboy meets the guy from the city, he knows everything will have to change. On the spur of the moment, with his life collapsing around him, Jay Sullivan answers an ad for a business manager with expertise in marketing, on a dude ranch in
Montana. With his sister, Ashley, niece, Kirsten, and nephew, Josh, in tow, he moves lock stock and barrels from New York to Montana to start a new life on Crooked Tree Ranch. Foreman and part-owner of the ranch, former-rodeo star Nathaniel 'Nate' Todd
has been running the dude ranch, for five years ever since his mentor Marcus Allen became ill. His brothers convince him that he needs to get an expert in to help the business grow. He knows things have to change, but when the new guy turns up, with a
troubled family in tow - he just isn't prepared for how much.
Short-Order Sheriff
Of Mice and Men
Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense July 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
A Memoir
An Adams Grove Novel

Family Ever After Longing hearts, loving homes, and lively holidays combine in this Romantique Treasury with new contributions from nine best-selling and award winning authors. This warm-hearted romance anthology combines friends, families, and faith as hope blossoms
in the lives of orphaned children. ADOPTED IN ARKANSAS by Kirsten Osbourne Socialite Emily Simpson feels out of place - like she has absolutely no purpose. And, when Emily consults her aunt, Lachele suggests she use Matchrimony to find a husband. For farmer Derrick
Bobo, he hopes an arranged marriage will give him a better chance of gaining custody of his autistic nephew, Zach. Can Emily adjust to a farm wife s lifestyle? And more importantly, how will she deal with a boy on the spectrum? A HOME FOR CHRISTMAS by Jean
Jacobsen Madeline Collier finds solace in charity work and fundraising for a local children s home, where she befriends the orphaned Chloe. Peter Townsend moves west from Philadelphia to escape his past and begin a new life, but an unexpected meeting brings Maddie
and Peter together to promote a charity event. When an idea is planted for Chloe s possible future, Madeline realizes she needs help. Can Maddie persuade Peter to commit to a marriage of convenience and, in so doing, help her give Chloe a forever home? A NEW FAMILY
by Rose Pearson Eliot Graveney fought his entire life to be seen as the equal of those around him. His struggle to be accepted has made him hide his past, but a flash of fire enters his world in the shape of heiress Marianne Daltrey. And Eliot s life will never be the same
again. Can Eliot outsmart a wealthy man to help Marianne get her inheritance? Will he lose his heart in the process? Can he accept Marianne s unusual brother and create their own family? FOREVER FAMILY by Christine Sterling Susan Vuichard is committed to making
sure no child is forgotten in the foster system, which means opening her family farm to three sisters that have nowhere else to go. Richard Petra is still suffering the loss of his wife and unborn child. But sparks fly when he finds his high school sweetheart, Susan. Can Richard
conquer his fear and pain enough to let Susan and the girls into his hard heart? Can this group somehow become a forever family? JUST LIKE CHRISTMAS MORNING by Michele Brouder Anna Beckett has a soulless job as an accountant for Gallagher Industries. At work, she
is known for her no nonsense, dour attitude. When she becomes a volunteer cuddler, holding the sickest babies in the neonatal unit, Anna begins to realize there s more to life than work. Thrust into a Santa Claus suit at the children s hospital, Jack Gallagher is surprised
to recognize the accountant from work - the one woman who doesn t succumb to his charms. Can they overcome their differences and misguided perceptions to form a lasting bond? KANDIE KISSES by Michele Pollock Dalton Frazzled by a hectic lifestyle, Rachel Boulton
has no choice but to rearrange her priorities when a surprise gift is left for her at work. With the help of her secret crush, Mick Polenz, can Rachel meet the overwhelming needs of this special delivery, or will she lose the greatest joy she s ever known to the demands of
unfulfilled ambitions? LONG TO BELONG by T.C. Hester Mark Diamond has never had a family of his own, and being on the spectrum means relationships can be extra complicated - until Katie Reed, owner of the Bountiful Blueberry Coffee Shop, stole his heart faster than an
underpriced IPO offering. For Katie, her shy beau has been as yummy as a dandelion-cocoa latte, but with the death of her brother, she s got something important to tell him and not much time to explain. Can they handle each other s situation, or will their dreams be
thrown out like yesterday s brew? MACY S GIFT by Nancy Fraser Macy Williams loves her career as a photojournalist, but when her brother and sister-in-law die, Macy is drawn back to her small hometown to handle their estate. In and out, that s her plan. Until she
discovers she s been named the sole guardian for her two nieces. Cord Adams is surprised by his deceased friend s choice of guardian. He only met Macy once, and the meeting was anything but cordial. Can two strong-willed individuals set aside their differences for the
good of two girls who long for stability and love? NOT PART OF OUR EVENING PLANS by Caroline Lee Discover River s End Ranch, a gorgeous destination ranch and resort in Riston, Idaho, that is run by the six Weston siblings and their well-meaning, semi-retired
parents. As one of the couples who found love at River s End Ranch, Jace and Dinky Cunningham struggle with the loss of their dreams for a family; but, circumstances can shift in a split second. Dare they hope this change of plans will bring them everything their hearts
desire? *** Adoption is another word for love, and proceeds from this collection of inspiring stories will benefit special-needs adoption grants through Reece s Rainbow.
The romance grows… and the mystery deepens. The storm on the horizon isn t all from mother nature. Happy in her new life in River s End, Christie Ryan loves the little cottage she s renovating and the man she longs to marry. But that happiness is shaken when a
mysterious woman commissions a painting from Martin Blake, insisting on secrecy and creating undercurrents of suspicion. The cottage is targeted as part of a shocking crime spree as pressure mounts for it to be sold. When Christie finds herself at odds with Martin over
her safety, their disagreement sets in motion a series of events playing straight into the hands of the one person who wants to destroy everything she s worked so hard to build. In a heart-stopping series of events, Christie comes face to face with her greatest fear… and
there is no going around it. Jasmine Sea follows on from The Stationmaster's Cottage, with heart-pounding suspense and heartwarming joy. Recommended reading order: The Stationmaster's Cottage Jasmine Sea The Secrets of Palmerston House The Christmas Key In
addition there are two short companion stories which can be read before or after The Stationmaster's Cottage Taming the Wind (how Thomas and Martha met) Martha (the missing years)
Reproduction of the original: The Story of the Foss River Ranch by Ridgwell Cullum
It started with four brothers left in charge of their century old legacy in the form of a thousand acre horse ranch. It continues with the lives and loves of everyone who is connected to this land, all against the backdrop of the small town of River's End.
Ranch at River's End
With One More Look at You
Spring at Saddle Run
Where Rivers Change Direction
River's End: The Complete Series
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith. WILDERNESS REUNION Wilderness, Inc. by Elizabeth Goddard When wilderness guide Alice Wilde stumbles on a drug operation, the
local sheriff asks her to guide him and photographer Griffin Slater—her ex-boyfriend—to the farm⋯but someone will do anything to keep them from leaving with evidence. PROTECTIVE MEASURES True North Bodyguards by Maggie K. Black When navy commander Leo
Darius and his daughters are threatened, he needs help protecting the little girls. And having bodyguard Zoe Dean go undercover as his girlfriend might be the perfect solution—unless they lose their hearts in the process. DEEP WATERS The Security Specialists by Jessica R.
Patch After marine-life veterinarian Caley Flynn discovers her intern’s dead body washed ashore, she’s convinced it’s not the accident the police claim it is. And when her own life is threatened, she turns to Shepherd Lightman—a bodyguard at her brother’s firm—for protection.
It started with four brothers left in charge of their century old legacy in the form of a thousand acre horse ranch. It continues with the lives and loves of everyone who is connected to this land, all against the backdrop of the small town of River's End. Read the entire series now!
River's End River's Escape River's Return River Road River on Fire River's Lost River of Change River's Destiny River's Rescue River's Winter
Great. First day as the hospital receptionist and Darci Taylor faints. But a bump on the head hasn't clouded her vision—she can see E.R. doctor Jordan Drake's medicine could be addictive. Tall, dark and handsome, great hands, and⋯oh no, not going there. She just has to
ignore Dr. Drake's bewitching bedside manner and sexy cowboy boots. Darci needs this job to make a fresh start for her son. To put their past behind them, not pick up more damaged goods. But even in idyllic small-town Colorado, they can't seem to escape their troubles. And
a romance with a single dad isn't helping. That means keeping her distance from Jordan and not falling for him. Yet she can't seem to stop⋯.
Into the Wild
River's End Series Boxset Volume 1
A Sweet Romance Charity Anthology Filled with Family, Friends & Faith
And Their Search For Love
Temptation Ridge
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